
Launching an IIoT Disruptor

FogHorn Systems approached 10Fold 
with a bold vision to address a major 
challenge standing in the way of IoT 
proliferation: the lack of bandwidth. 

Strategy
We knew we had to uncover industry 
and media preconceptions, and 
enlist industry analysts in validating 
FogHorn’s go-to-market strategy – 
including the problem its solution 
was addressing.  
To build widespread attention, we needed to build 
a social presence and social authority for IIoT 
Edge Computing as part of our communications 
strategy. Furthermore, close coordination with 
FogHorn’s strategic investors would be critical 
to ensure we leveraged their brands – and our 
communication must be delivered with precision 
and offer a strong collaborative message – or 
these large behemoths would not participate.

In industrial and commercial IoT environments with 
hundreds of thousands of sensors sending multiple 
terabytes of data to the cloud daily, monitoring and 
analyzing the data in real-time seemed impossible 
– time-intensive and cost-prohibitive.

FogHorn’s proposed solution – to bring 
computing to the network edge, where their edge 
intelligence software would sit close to sensors on 
edge devices – flew in the face of the traditional 
cloud computing paradigm for the deployment of 
IoT and big data computing. FogHorn’s solution 
would process, analyze and respond to IoT data 
right where it originates—at the edge of the 
network, in real-time. On top of their disruptive 
vision, FogHorn was an unknown start-up with 
unproven technology, no direct competitors, and 
no customers

Approach
We began by identifying key 
differentiation for FogHorn’s 
solution and approach, which 
resulted in key messages 
that underscored FogHorn’s 
significance.   
With that messaging, we helped build an analyst 
deck and conducted early briefings with strategic 
analysts that would serve as both visibility 
opportunities for FogHorn and also as strategic 
advisors for us during the launch.  Once we 
collected initial analyst feedback, we modified our 
story based on the suggestions, and conducted a 
full analyst tour.  

Image of FogHorn’s Lightning ML software
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10FOLD is an award winning agency that offers media and analyst relations, content 
production and social media services to elevate the top tech company brands.
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Wall Street Journal – FogHornTM Systems Raises $12M for Industrial Internet of Things

Silicon Angle – Industrial group led by GE invests $12M in edge analytics startup FogHornTM

IoT Evolution – FogHornTM Systems Secures $12 Million in Series A Funding 

IDG Connect - IIoT keeps pushing analytics closer to the edge

InsideBIGDATA -  FogHornTM Announces Release of LightningTM Edge Intelligence 
                              Software for Industry IoT Solutions

PacketPushers - FogHornTM: Real-Time Decision Making For IIoT

Journey

Impact

Once all the analyst briefings were complete and 
we were positioned for upcoming analyst reports, 
we decided on a phased approach for the media.

PHASE 1: Announce a Series A funding round that would strategically pair important 
companies like Bosch, Yokogawa and GE Ventures with FogHorn. In this initial phase, our 
targets were business press that focused on funding rounds and those covering IIoT – and the 
purpose was to unveil the FogHorn vision.  The funding announcement was very successful with 
24 articles, despite the fact that we had no traditional VC (and an associated marketing arm) to 
support the outreach

PHASE 2: After the media preconditioning with funding news was complete, we rolled out 
the details of the FogHorn product. Our targets included IIoT, vertical publications, mainstream 
IT publications and business press. Our purpose was to educate and persuade the media that 
this newcomer had the product, early customers, and the financial backing to be successful.  
We pulled off this entire launch of funding and product within 90 days and FogHorn Systems 
went from unknown to first-to-market position, generating industry award recognition in the 
process.

40+ stories - from stealth to first-to-market

22.7 M - monthly website page views from syndication of a single Tier 1 story 

284.4K - social media reach (via Twitter) for FogHorn product launch

Within a year, FogHorn secured an impressive Series B round of $30M.
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